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GRANDEUR OVERALL DOMINION
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Walt Whitman, a seer who knew
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Arthur Rimbaud, un voyant qui savait
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INTRODUCTION

These poems were written over a period of four years study 

and living in Mexico. As a corollary to my previous book The 

Ajarn and the Artist, I needed to clarify a theoretical 

framework of Secular Scientific Spirituality outlined therein. In 

brief that thesis upholds an all inclusive sacredness as not 

something "else", and that there cannot be any primary 

absolute spirit without an "equally coexistent" matter/energy. 

These poems are for people with open minds having not lost 

reasoning through the opening. It is hoped the poems will be 

of particular interest to the "nones" (no religious affiliation) 

and members of the "blogosphere" (the online universe of 

blogs). All those who question contemporary institutions 

which continue to promulgate worn out myths, rituals and 

revelations at odds with a globalized, technocratic, and 

democratic collectivity.

Each poem consists of one full page and each has a kinetic 

multiform carrying both visceral and thought provoking 

elements. In tone the content of the poems is one of maturity 

yet free-spirited alluding to the Meditations of Marcus 

Aurelius and the Crazy Wisdom of Drukpa Kunle (with humility 

would that Roman emperor have known both physics and 

yoga and that patron saint of Bhutan had been an internet 

Twitteratti.)

May these poems be as lighted matches to fire the 

imagination and with this rejoinder: Poetry's current definition

as being "writing with aesthetic and rhythymic qualities 

featuring stanzas and line breaks evoking meanings beyond 

the prosaic."

Richard Artrichard    Yucatan, Mexico 2015 
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All That Is...That Thou Art
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"ALL POETRY IS AN EFFORT TO RE-CREATE

THE LANGUAGE,

INVENTING A NEW, PRIVATE AND

PERSONAL SPEECH...

IN THE LAST ANALYSIS SECRET"

MIRCEA ELIADE
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Images by which humans conceive spiritual realities are

metaphors for the inter-connected human

“body/mind/environment”.
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We are nothing but everything, each of us an individual

Youniverse containing cultural and genetic information

common to all.
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Acquired characteristics or moral qualities are not contained in

the genome and are not transferred in sexual reproduction.
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Birth is the cause of death not only at the level of human

resolution but to all processes throughout the eternal cosmos.
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Essentially we are “body/consciousness/environments” all at

once and any sense of separation is purely illusory.
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All processes are cyclical and each are infinite and eternal.

There is and never was a beginning, this is a concept to limited

human thought.
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Energy and its emergent awareness are inseparable, and also

infinite and eternal. Everything is energy which manifests as

matter like water forming ice.
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In infinite megatime and multidimensional Universes...Eternity

is now and a Universe is hidden in the Universe itself.
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 ��� phenomena are transitory, inter-penetrating, and without

any inherent being beyond contingent causal events. We

experience things as mere glimpses of an eternally unified

process.
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Discontent or suffering is through maintaining a sense of

individual self from the totality of Universal phenomena.

Without a self there is no division and no discontent.
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The act of meditation is to become conscious of consciousness

and by doing so to unify layers of consciousness...the primal

unconsciousness with the mundane personal consciousness.
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To be aware of the self as one with all things is to experience

pure love and that is ultimate peace.
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AN OUTLINE OF 

SECULAR SCIENTIFIC SPIRITUALITY

FOR OTHERS TO CONSIDER, ADD TO AND

CONTEMPLATE
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1)   Evolution has not ended and its principles are 

continually operative in living organisms, their 

consciousness and the Universe. We live to know, to 

experience and to pass this on to others. Evolution is 

not directed with an end to itself, but is open, 

contingent to circumstance, transitory and without 

moral qualities other than those humans bring to 

bear upon the process. In human natural selection it 

is only the genome which is transferred in sexual 

reproduction. Acquired characteristics or moral 

qualities are not contained in the genome and are 

not transferred in sexual reproduction. The Universe 

does what it can...and not always what is best.
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2)   Both time and space are infinite and eternal. If 

this is true then at any given time in any space we 

must say..."that" is the very center point. In infinite 

megatime and multidimensional Universes...Eternity 

is now and a Universe is hidden in the Universe itself. 

To be liberated from time one must know there is no 

time but...this instant. To be liberated from space one

must know the eternal now...and be there. Both 

Relativity and Quantum theories uphold the 

conception that space/time is contingent to an 

observer.
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3)   Energy and its emergent awareness are 

inseparable, and also infinite and eternal. Everything 

is energy which manifests as matter like water 

forming ice. We perceive energy according to human 

resolution. Consciousness must emerge from specific 

conditions of energy resolution. Since nothing can 

exist by itself we must conclude that consciousness 

was always a potential inherently in energy. Since our 

body/brains manifest consciousness there is no 

conceivable separation of ourselves and the energy 

eternally available. The eternal energy manifests itself

to realize itself. Thus consciousness/energy is subject 

to the law of conservation of energy and is infinite 

and eternal. The act of meditation is to become 

conscious of consciousness and by doing so to unify 

layers of consciousness...the primal unconsciousness 

with the mundane personal consciousness.
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4)   The meaning of life is that there is no meaning 

or that it is not understandable to our current human 

knowledge. Similarly God is that which encompasses 

our extraordinary wonder and quest for 

understanding. To the question what is God?, one 

must answer, God is! Ideas of Religion are 

problematic because they're asked in the wrong way. 

To be human is to be uncertain. Any conception of 

Heaven cannot include a place...it is a state of being 

particular to the imagination of humans. Images by 

which humans conceive spiritual realities are 

metaphors for the inter-connected human 

"body/mind/environment".
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5)   All processes are cyclical and each are infinite 

and eternal. There is and never was a beginning, this 

is a conception to limited human thought. All 

phenomena transpire in an unending series of cause 

and effect. Birth is the cause of death not only at the 

level of human resolution but to all processes 

operative throughout the eternal cosmos. Only a 

cyclical expansion and contraction of Universal 

energy is plausible. Effects occur by causes, but there 

is no ultimate course of phenomena. Spontaneity and

uncertainty are infused with change and in an infinite

series of cause and effect, an infinite series of 

combinations occur. When anything is possible, 

anything can happen. Any eternal return is not only 

probable but without exception.
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6)   All phenomena are transitory, inter-penetrating, 

and without any inherent being beyond contingent 

causal events. We experience things as mere glimpses

of an eternally unified process. Wrongfully our brains 

perceive phenomena as discrete pieces when 

ultimately these phenomena are all in a whole. 

Essentially we are 

"body/consciousness/environments" all at once and 

any sense of separation is purely illusory. Nature itself

is neither ordered nor disordered. These concepts are

a culturally and species determined "information 

processing" done by our 

"body/consciousness/environment" in 

combination...since they are not in any ultimate 

sense separable. Humans need to conceive an order 

to maintain a sense of being and not lose themselves 

in chaos. This even though quantum theory dictates 

there are no things in themselves but only 

probabilities.
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7)   The human self is the isn't that is. One does not 

die because "you" never were born, you had just 

forgotten "who you were". We are nothing but 

everything, each of us an indiviual Youniverse 

containing cultural and genetic information common 

to all. Discontent or suffering is through maintaining a

sense of individual self from the totality of Universal 

phenomena. Without a self there is no division and 

no discontent. To be aware of the self as one with all 

things is to experience pure love and that is ultimate 

peace.
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Luis Bunuel, un vidente que abrio mis ojos
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